INNOVATION.
NOT DUPLICATION.™

785C WATER TRUCK
COMPLETE REBUILD

H-E PARTS INTERNATIONAL (H-E PARTS) PROVIDES SOLUTIONS FOR THE ENTIRE DRIVETRAIN, SPECIALIZES IN THE
RE-MANUFACTURE OF MAJOR MOBILE EQUIPMENT COMPONENTS, AND OFFERS INDUSTRY LEADING BIRRANA™
PRODUCTS. H-E PARTS SUPPLY COR COOLING™ APPLICATION SPECIFIC HEAT TRANSFER SOLUTIONS, WHILST ALSO
PROVIDING A FULL ENGINE AND TRANSMISSION RE-MANUFACTURING SERVICE OFFERING. H-E PARTS ACHIEVE
ADDED VALUE BY PROVIDING FIT-FOR-PURPOSE DESIGN, INNOVATION THROUGH ENGINEERING AND QUALITY
THROUGH SERVICE PERFORMANCE. AT H-E PARTS WE LIVE BY OUR PROMISE TO OUR CUSTOMERS, BY COMMITTING
TO PROVIDE INNOVATION. NOT DUPLICATION.™
A global coal mine and longstanding customer approached H-E
Parts to complete the rebuild of their Caterpillar (CAT) 785C
Water Truck, with component supply.
The work was awarded to H-E Parts due to a longstanding,
mutually beneficial relationship where H-E Parts has provided
numerous solutions over the years that have awarded
enhanced performance and extended life in components
across the customer’s fleet. Additionally, H-E Parts can offer
customers flexibility with their rebuilds by providing customer
specific overhauls.
H-E Parts is equipped to manage complete rebuild processes
and supply all major components and parts, including our
proprietary Birrana™ enhanced components and processes
that award extended life while providing the total lowest cost
of ownership.

LOCATION

Queensland, Australia

APPLICATION

CAT 785C Water Truck

SERVICE

Supply and rebuild with H-E Parts
proprietary enhanced components
for extended life, including:


PRODUCTS
& SERVICES



Birrana™ wheelgroups, cylinders
struts, and brakes
H-E Parts rebuilt and tested engine,
torque converter, transmission and
radiator assembly

COMPLETE 785C TRUCK REBUILD
The 785C rebuild scope of work included a request to supply
and install major drivetrain components, including wheel
groups, cylinders, struts, transmission, engine, torque converter
and radiator assembly.
Prior to any work being completed, the truck was disassembled
and the frame was inspected to identify and resolve any
corrosion and cracks. The chassis had multiple points of defects
that required sandblasting and crack testing. These repairs are
completed through our certified procedures that ensure the
chassis performs as expected.
In addition to major component supply, H-E Parts also provided
additional parts and services to the:








Water tank, such as heavy corrosion and crack repair and
body pivot pins that required line boring
Operators cabin including door seals, front covers, linings
and interior accessories
Panels and guarding such as the refurbishment of deck
panels, handrails and platforms
Hydraulic systems required multiple reseals across different
tanks and pipes to stop leaks

H-E PARTS PROPRIETARY PRODUCT INNOVATIONS
H-E Parts Mining and Engine Solutions divisions work
collaboratively to ensure engine and complete drivetrains
perform as expected and to the best standards possible
through shared technology, information and innovations.




Birrana™ proprietary technology and service specifications
extend component life, promote maintenance efficiencies
and increase performance.
H-E Parts engines undergo proprietary balancing and engine
testing that reduces premature part failures and improves
equipment availability and performance. Similarly, our
radiator assemblies, transmissions and torque converters
are repaired using proprietary setup procedures and
bearings.

With the success of the rebuild and the CAT 785C water truck
back in production, the customer has requested two more
truck rebuilds in the coming months.

H-E Parts International replacement parts are compatible with the makes and/or models of the third-party equipment described. H-E Parts International is not an
authorized repair facility of these third parties and it does not have an affiliation with any manufacturers of these third-party products. All brands, original equipment
manufacturer (OEM) part numbers or references are owned by the respective OEM entities or their affiliates. These terms are used by H-E Parts International for
identification and cross reference purposes only and are not intended to indicate affiliation with, or approval by the OEM, of H-E Parts International or its products.
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